Text Messaging: A Tool for Immediate Engagement
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After a devastating 7.0magnitude earthquake struck Haiti on January 12, 2010, media,
government officials, and users of social networking sites urged others to make charitable
gifts to relief organizations. But there was something new about these pleas to give. ...
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Last month, GuideStar's partner GreatNonprofits released a list of toprated nonprofits
that provide job training or placement based on userreviews. This firstever list shows the
breadth of nonprofits stepping up to address the growing need for jobs in this economy.
... read more >
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2009 Form 990: Significant Changes
Form 990, Return of Organization Exempt From Income Tax, is the IRS's primary tool for
gathering information about taxexempt organizations, for educating organizations about
tax law requirements, and for promoting compliance with tax law. The 2009 Form 990,
schedules, and instructions have been revised to modify and clarify certain reporting
requirements. ... read more >
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How I Broke Through My #1 Problem with My Board
I wish you could have been there. It was a lovely fall day on the coast of North Carolina. I
was meeting with the board of a local museum working on their fundraising strategies.
There, in the back conference room of a local bank, we all sat around the table. Things
were pretty solemn. ... read more >
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The LongTerm Challenge in Haiti for Nonprofits
The global response to [January's] devastating earthquake in Haiti was unprecedented in
a number of ways, including the critical roles played by technologies like mobile phones
and social media. ... read more >
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Where Do We Go? A New Career Narrative
Over the past decade, nonprofits have increased their interest in developing leadership as
well as attracting and retaining a skilled work force. One motivator has been alarm that
the aging baby boom generation will retire from the workplace during the next decades.
... read more >
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IRS Added 155 Employees in 2009 to Oversee Nonprofit Groups
The Internal Revenue Service hired 155 new employees for its Exempt Organizations
office, bringing the total to 921, Nikole Flax, an official in that division, told participants at
the annual Washington NonProfit Legal & Tax Conference. ... read more >
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This Month's Webinars
l

Mar. 17—Grantmaker Due Diligence in the Pension Protection Act Era: How to
Identify Supporting Organizations and Align Your Grants Administration Process
with the 21stCentury Tax Code. Register now >
l Mar. 31—Don't Get Lost in the Crowd—Tap into Your Supporters' Passion to

Bob Ottenhoff's blog >

Become a Great Nonprofit. Register now >
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